Hudson Yards Developers See An Appetite For Their
New Culinary Corridor
The $25 billion mixed-use complex will be home to more than 20 dining and drinking spots.
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When Hudson Yards formally opens on March 15, the development will reshape the landscape in Manhattan’s far west
side, essentially introducing a new neighborhood teeming with office workers, residents and retail establishments.
But one of its biggest impacts may be on the culinary front, with some food and real estate professionals saying Hudson
Yards could be New York City’s next dining mecca, while others see challenges ahead—at least in the immediate term.
The $25 billion mixed-use complex, which has been developed by Related Cos. and Oxford Properties Group and runs
from 30th to 34th streets and from 10th to 12th avenues, will be home to more than 20 dining and drinking spots. The
highlight is an array of high-end restaurants headed by such chefs as Thomas Keller, David Chang and Michael Lomonaco.
A Spanish-themed food hall, Mercado Little Spain, under the leadership of José Andrés, complements these fine-dining
offerings.
Restaurateurs are also coming from abroad to be part of Hudson Yards. In particular, two British-based hospitality
companies, rhubarb and D&D London, have spots at the development.

Food and real-estate experts say it is hard to think of another instance in New York history when so many prominent
establishments came on board in one place at the same time.
“It’s pretty unprecedented, the volume they’re opening,” said Julia Heyer, a New York-based restaurant consultant.
And that is to say nothing of culinary developments in adjoining and nearby properties. Danny Meyer, whose Union Square
Hospitality Group is one of the dominant dining companies in the city, has a restaurant slated for Manhattan West, the $4.5
billion Brookfield Properties development that is planned just east of Hudson Yards. Mr. Meyer’s company will also have a
restaurant at The Shed, the $475 million arts center that will open in April adjacent to the Hudson Yards property.
All the buzz and activity notwithstanding, concerns regarding Hudson Yards’ potential for culinary success remain. Chief
among them is the issue of location.
Hudson Yards sits well outside the heart of Midtown Manhattan and is served by only one train station, the westernmost
stop on the 7 line.
Arlene Spiegel, another New York-based restaurant consultant, said that until more people live and work in Hudson Yards
and the surrounding area, the development may be seen more as a “destination” for dining rather than a place that is part
of the city’s fabric.
Hudson Yards officials point to the development’s proximity to the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center and linkage with the
High Line park, an attraction that draws millions of annual visitors.
The complex will also be home to 40,000 office workers and 4,000 residents when it is fully occupied, officials say. They
couldn’t say how many workers will be in place by the mid-March opening, but they noted that 1,500 residents will be
living there by then.
Ultimately, Hudson Yards will “become the center of everything,” said Kevin Stuessi, vice president at Related Cos.
But the challenges don’t end there. Some food professionals say that by having so many fine-dining establishments with
checks that can easily top $75 a person, Hudson Yards may prove itself too pricey, even as it rolls out some fast-casual
options, too.
Others note that some of the participating restaurateurs haven't enjoyed positive critical reception of late.
In particular, D&D London, which is opening the British-themed queensyard restaurant in mid-March, received harshly
negative reviews for its Bluebird London establishment at The Shops at Columbus Circle in Midtown Manhattan.
D&D London chairman and chief executive Des Gunewardena said Bluebird has made changes since the early reviews
and the restaurant remains busy, serving 400-plus tables daily.
In the end, many in the New York dining scene are bullish about Hudson Yards’s culinary chances. But they also warn that
not every restaurant will likely succeed and the mix of food offerings at the complex could change over time. The Shops
at Columbus Circle, a Related project, opened more than a decade ago and saw some of its original dining spots shutter.
“There’s always going to be a shakeout,” said Ms. Spiegel, the restaurant consultant.

